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To the Review Committee 

 

CBAA Response to Convergence Review - Interim Report 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a further submission to the Convergence Review 

following the release of the Committee’s Interim Report. 

 

The Interim Report proposes reforms to the policy and regulatory frameworks that underpin 

Australia’s content and communications industries. The CBAA agrees that the pace of 

change in convergence processes will continue, and that a revised policy and regulatory 

framework will need to be flexible and adaptable in the contemporary and future media and 

communications environment.  

 

As an organisation concerned with broadcasting and community cultural development 

activities and representing community broadcasting licensees, the CBAA considers itself well 

placed to assist the Committee to consider the issues of a multi-platform technology 

environment – especially in areas pertinent to the local generation and delivery of culturally 

relevant content. 

 

It is encouraging to see the Review Committee adopting a strong content orientation in the 

Interim Report.  The CBAA agrees that content is a key characteristic for regulatory 

attention and notes specific attention to media diversity and public interest outcomes.  That 

is not to say the enabling technology infrastructure and spectrum need no regulation. To the 

contrary, a primary reason for regulating technology and spectrum is to ensure adequate 

and appropriate content service outcomes for the public good.  

 

The CBAA is concerned to see the rich history in the development of Australian community 

broadcasting services, and the diversity and independent community-based nature of those 

services, continue to be supported within a regulatory framework and have access to multi-

platform media technologies. 
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Multi-platform rather than platform neutral 
 

The CBAA is not a supporter of the terms ‘platform neutral’ and ‘technology neutral’ as are 

widely used in the Interim Report.   

 

The reality is that content is never platform neutral. Content must be assembled in a specific 

manner, and often in multiple forms, in order for it to be available on multiple platforms. 

 

The term ‘multi-platform’ more accurately describes the situation; where each different 

technology platform has specific characteristics that content developers must respect and, 

to some extent, define the nature of the user’s experience and interaction. 

 

Quite possibly the Review Committee is using the term ‘platform neutral’ as shorthand to 

encourage the idea that delivery of content across multiple platforms is now increasingly 

necessary and expected. 

  

Broadcasting on Multiple Platforms 

 

The CBAA has a key concern to ensure community broadcasting service outcomes on 

multiple platforms. We use the term broadcasting deliberatively and, in part, to underline 

the point that community services sit within a comprehensive and diverse set of national, 

commercial and community cultural services to be accessible at no on-going user cost. 

 

The Interim Report makes much of the emerging place of tablets, smartphones and high 

speed data connectivity afforded by the nascent NBN infrastructure. 

 

The corollary that technology has eroded traditional divisions between free‑ to‑ air 

television and the internet, newspapers and websites, radio and streaming services may 

seem obvious but does not fully recognise some important distinctions that set free-to-air 

broadcast television and radio services apart, namely: 

 

 Broadcasting services are free-to-air. 

There are no monthly contracts to cover data delivery costs. 

There is no requirement to pay for content. 

 Broadcasting services are receivable via readily available equipment in common use. 

Receive devices are available in stand-alone form. 

There is no prerequisite to use or pay for other communications services. 

 Broadcasting services provide delivery of content on a one-to-many basis. 

  The broadcast technology approach ensures spectrum efficient delivery. 

  This is not the same as one-to-one delivery, multiplied by number of users.  

 Broadcasting services have a strong community cultural development role. 
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 The mass delivery model enables immediacy and accessibility. 

To be relevant, mass delivery and immediacy tap the cultural zeitgeist. 

There is a sense of connectedness associated with shared experience. 

The role carries an obligation for inclusion and cultural diversity. 

 

Aside from the need to ensure access to spectrum that allows broadcast services to be 

ubiquitous, which, despite some claims to the contrary, remains a critical issue, these are 

the reasons why broadcasting has had and deserves continued specific regulatory attention. 

 

Extending Broadcast Service obligations 

 

Where technologies replicate service outcomes that walk and talk like those that define 

broadcasting, as set out in simple form above, then providers of those services should be 

regulated in a manner consistent with broadcast regulation. 

 

Convergent devices to include broadcast technology 

 

As well as stand alone receivers, increasingly, there is no credible technology based reason 

why services using fit-for-purpose broadcast technologies may not be seamlessly integrated 

into tablets, smartphones for mobile users to enable access to broadcast services - with no 

usage cost, and for home users to be able to access broadcast services via future NBN 

infrastructure also with no usage costs. 

 

The CBAA believes there is a case for Government legislation and regulatory action to secure 

integrated broadcast service receiver technology in telecommunications service devices. 

This will ensure free-to-air and spectrum efficient delivery of broadcast services seamlessly 

on those devices and incur no on-going data costs to users of broadcast services. 

 

These are the CBAA’s key responses to the Interim Report, however we would also make the 

following further points. 

 

Broadcasting and community cultural development 

 

Broadcasting services, whether national, community or commercial in character, are front 

and centre in any discussion of Australia’s content and communication industries.  

Broadcasting services have long been treated somewhat differently than other 

communications services.  The reasons for that are clear and remain.  

 

Community broadcasting is a concept that describes the sharing of ideas and information 

and a collective generation of content within local communities and communities of 

interest. It is imbued with an intention for cultural development. Implicit in broadcasting is 
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the act of sharing ideas contemporaneously with a community of a significant size: whether 

that be a community of common specialist interest or need; or a community defined by 

shared geography, society and circumstance. The live delivery of broadcast content is a key 

to cultural currency. 

 

Content on demand is an adjunct and is complementary to live mass delivery. However 

broadcasting as an activity is not just about an archive for singular use; broadcast content 

has a currency for a period of time when the content has strong cultural relevance.    

 

Technology and spectrum framework 

 

Framing this description of broadcasting in a technology context is to say that broadcasting 

services require a platform designed for delivery of live material to many people on a live 

real-time basis.  The communications model is ‘one to many’ not ‘one to one’.  

 

The question of ‘one to one delivery, many times at once’ is worth exploring. This is a model 

used by telecommunications carriers.   

 

Of course, it is possible to have many recipients of the same content from a ‘stream’ but 

current technology and cost models for home and mobile internet users provision streams 

as a one-to-one connection.  

 

This is sustainable for audio / visual media content, but only for low numbers of 

simultaneous users. The simultaneous user access required to sustain a broadcast model 

would require multi-cast technology (one-to-many) and implementation of many servers 

physically near to each mass audience (edge servers).  

 

These issues have been intractable to date, but it is possible that the NBN infrastructure 

might assist in the medium - longer term for fixed location home users.  

 

Mobile users rely on radio-frequency spectrum and that requires efficient solutions. 

Government regulation has a duty to ensure services intended for simultaneous mass 

audience use are provided on a spectrum efficient basis.  

 

To look at it another way, broadcasting services should not operate by only using a 

technology that is really designed for one-to-one delivery.  One-to-one delivery should be 

complementary where the broadcast technology is not available or ubiquitous access is not 

required. 
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A word on ubiquitous access 

 

Ubiquity, local availability and no on-going cost are precious attributes that address equity 

and social inclusion issues. Exposure to ideas, art, music and information should not only be 

for those who can afford on-going charges. 

 

Even more obvious is the need to protect the integrity of a platform that can reach entire 

communities for times of trouble. Broadcasting platforms ensure current information can 

reach people and radio especially plays a significant role in emergency situations and natural 

disasters. 

 

Convergence in the device 

 

User devices are where the multiple technology platforms converge. Increasingly, broadcast 

radio or television may integrate complementary capacity to accept online feeds. 

Increasingly, a mobile telephone or tablet is used to consume broadcast like services. 

 

In a converged technology device, the preferred and efficient solution is that the device 

prefers the broadcast stream where it is available with the option to auto-revert to a one-

to-one internet protocol based solution by choice or in the absence of the broadcast service. 

This would remove mass delivery loads from platforms that are inefficient at simultaneous 

mass delivery and maintain them with broadcast platforms that are fit for that purpose. 

 

Where a device is so equipped, it allows the added bonus of tight integration of next level 

complementary services to sit alongside the live broadcast delivery. 

 

Multi-platform community digital services  

The community sector’s introduction of digital services is a case in point.  The approach being 

taken is to ensure free-to-air broadcast coverage using digital radio and television broadcast 

technology platforms, and, as a complementary activity to add value by extra service, program 

and segment related content. The core broadcast feed is also made available online. 

A core outcome it to make these services available on multiple platforms and the community 

sector is progressively launching innovative services that span radios, tablets, mobile and 

online devices. 

Of course the key element in this is access to capacity on digital broadcast platforms. To date 

the Government has supported the inclusion of free-to-air digital radio services provided by 

community broadcasting licensees in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. 
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Development of the framework for digital radio, including planning for extension to other 

regional and remote areas is currently under consideration. Community broadcasting 

services are an essential ingredient and the Government has re-stated its commitment to 

supporting the inclusion of the community broadcasting sector in these next phases. 1  

                                                 
1  Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, Hon Senator Stephen Conroy, speech to 

launch digital radio services, 13 May 2011 
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Reinforcing the role of community broadcasting 

The Interim Report notes strong support for local and diverse media services. The role of 

community broadcasting is clearly valued and needs to be reinforced through on-going 

provision of access to broadcast platforms, complemented by provision of access to ensure 

innovation on new delivery platforms. 

The CBAA made a detailed submission to the Convergence Review Framing Paper fully 

outlining the role and activities of the community broadcasting sector which is available for 

reference.  

Community broadcasting provides news, information, cultural content and entertainment to 

communities defined by geographical location or common interest - including youth, senior 

citizens, arts, classical and contemporary music, Australian music, sport and other specialist 

interests, as well as providing major first-line services for Indigenous, ethnic, educational, 

gay and lesbian, religious, and print disabled communities. 

The Community Radio Codes of Practice set out the guiding principles and policies for 

programming on community broadcasting stations and provides a valuable framework in 

ensuring public interest outcomes. 

Community broadcasters are united by six guiding principles. They work to: 

• Promote harmony and diversity and contribute to an inclusive, cohesive and culturally-

diverse Australian community 

• Pursue the principles of democracy, access and equity, especially for people and issues 

not adequately represented in other media 

• Enhance the diversity of programming choices available to the public and present 

programs that expand the variety of viewpoints broadcast in Australia 

• Demonstrate independence in programming as well as in editorial and management 

decisions  

• Support and develop local arts and music 

• Increase community involvement in broadcasting. 

There are more than 350 community radio licensees and over 80 community television 

licensees in Australia (this includes remote Indigenous television services).   More than 70% 

of community broadcasting stations are located in rural, regional and remote areas.  

The CBAA submits that in further development of a renewed policy, legislative, and 

regulatory frameworks that broadcasting services should be defined and articulate the role 

of different broadcast sectors. These distinctions are critical to maintaining a broad diversity 

of ‘voices, views and information’ and appropriate policy and regulatory settings.  
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Australian content 

The CBAA welcomes the Interim Report statement that ‘there is a need for government 

intervention to support the production and distribution of Australian content’.  

Community broadcasting maintains a strong commitment to Australian content produced at 

a local level and to programming that develops cultural identity. 

The CBAA has recently restated its commitment and policy to a minimum of 25% Australian 

music content (10% for ethnic and classical stations) regardless of platform – analogue, digital or 

internet.  Many community broadcasting stations exceed these minimum percentages.  The 

CBAA believes Australian music quotas should be maintained across all Australian produced 

content platforms and if constructed appropriately this does not inhibit specific event or special 

broadcasts, maintains regulatory parity for multi-platform delivery, and ensures ongoing 

support to Australian music and artists. 

Maximum public benefit from spectrum 

Spectrum is a valuable public resource and the government should ensure a fair and 

beneficial return on its use. This involves taking into account the public interest aspects of 

spectrum use as well as its economic value.   

As well as being valuable, radio-frequency spectrum is a limited resource. It is increasingly 

important that it be used efficiently and in a manner that is fit for purpose. 

There are competing demands for spectrum. Key amongst these are tensions between 

‘broadcast’ or ‘mass media’ delivery use versus telecommunications data delivery or ‘mobile 

broadband’ use.   

Historically, broadcast services have been allocated parts of the spectrum most suitable and 

effective for high penetration, wide coverage delivery to the population. More recently, 

with the advent of mobile broadband, there has been pressure for broadcasters to 

relinquish spectrum to make way for an increased demand for mobile telephony and mobile 

broadband services (including LTE).  The so-called Digital Dividend is about re-purposing 

126 MHz of what was prime broadcast band spectrum to be auctioned for mobile broadband. 

As a result of the dividend, the balance of broadcast spectrum is being re-planned for digital 

television and digital radio services.  The reduced amount of broadcast spectrum available is 

forcing new levels of efficiency for digital television and digital radio service planning. 
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This pressure for efficiency in broadcast service band planning must be matched by pressure 

and regulatory measures to ensure equivalent efficiency in mobile broadband service 

operation and planning.  

It is not sufficient for telecommunications service operators to simply keep looking for more 

spectrum. Telecommunications service operators must accept a requirement for discipline 

and rigour in spectrum planning; and in the type of data services they provide and devices 

produced. 

In particular, there is a question as to the extent and character of streaming media services 

that is appropriate on a mobile broadband platform and/or how these should be provisioned.  

As they are currently configured, mobile broadband platforms are not designed for delivery of 

mass media services and are spectrum inefficient for that purpose. 

Using standard mobile broadband methods, the bandwidth required for delivery of 

streaming digital media services increases with the number of concurrent users. Obviously, 

with anything above a trivial number of concurrent users this becomes inefficient.   

If the mobile broadband operator were to be required to be spectrum efficient then it could 

begin to track usage patterns and make certain streams available full time in a send once 

‘multicast’ manner.   

This is effectively ‘broadcasting’ and requires the operator to set aside some of its capacity 

full time for broadcast of that service - at the expense of that capacity being available more 

generally for all sorts of other data purposes.  In the end this would be a commercial 

decision, with no necessary guarantee of service delivery for a media service provider.   

Another option is to require telecommunications operator to embed technology in their 

handsets that enable reception of digital media services delivered using complementary 

spectrum efficient technology, ie digital broadcasting technologies. 

Revised legislative and regulatory mechanisms should ensure that, on a per location basis, 

nominated ‘broadcast’ media services are able to be delivered with guaranteed certainty 

and with maximum spectrum efficiency to devices that are readily available; and on a free-

to-air basis. 

Logically, there will be a further category of media services that sit outside of those criteria.  

That would be where those digital media services are otherwise available using commonly 

available devices, or where delivery of that particular service to that particular location is 

not required with any degree of certainty or on a free-to-air basis. 

_________________________ 


